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OVERVIEW: SPACE VEHICLES REQUIRE
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PRESENTATION SCOPE: PROPULSION SIMULATION AND PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING
PRESENTATION OBJECTIVE/
APPROACH: THROUGH ASSESSMENT OF SIMULATION CAPABlUTIES AND REVIEW OF
CONTRIBUTIONS FROM PROPULSION SYSTEM TEST PROGRAMS ILLUSTRATE
THAT BOTH SIMULATION AND PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING EACH HAVE
IMPORTANT ROLES IN SPACE VEHICLE DEVELOPMENT.
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"SPECIAL" VEItCLE SlbCL_TION ISSUES
(PROPULSK:)NRELATED)
SPACE ENVIROhlMB_ EFFECTS ON:
• PROPELLANTMANAGEMENT
• PROPELLANT THERMAL CONTROL
• TANK PRESSURE CONTROL
• PROPELLANT DYNAMICS
• PROPELLANT RESUPPLY
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"SPECIAL" VEHICLE SIMULATION ISSUES
,jTANK PRESSURE CONTROL
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"SPECIAL" VEHICLE SlvlLLATION ISSUES
(PROPULSONRELATED)
SIVIULATION ASSESSMENT:
FOR SOME ISSUES -
• NECESSARY TECHNOLOGY DOES NOT EXIST
• DEMONSTRATION OF TECHNOLOGY NECESSARY
• ORBITAL EXPERIvENTAL DATA NECESSARY
• DEVELOPMENT STAGE GROUND TEST POSSIBLE/DESIRABLE
• SPECIAL DEVELOPMENT GROUND FACIIITES REQUIRED
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MPTA TEST SCHEDULE
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NOTE: RA.. HESONANTILOAD_IG TESTE
CONCLUSIONS
• PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING HAS PREVENTED CATASTROPHE AND MISSION LOSS
EVENTS AND LAUNCH DELAYS.
• THE C_ OF INTERACTIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS SUBSYSTEMS/
DEFIES ACCURATE SIMULATION. SYSTEM TESTING PROVIDES FOR MODEL BASING
AND ENHANCES SIMULATION.
• SOME ADVANCED/'SPECIAL" VEHICLES MAY HAVE EQUAL OR GREATER REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR PROPULSION SYSTEM TESTING AND UNUSUAL TEST FACIBTiES/
METHODS MAY BE REQLIRED.
• A GROUND PROPULSION "SYSTEM TEST" PROGRAM IS THE LOGICAL APPROACH
FOR PROVING DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS/METHODS WHERE RJC_T CATASTROPHIC
FAILURES OR OTHER FAILURES CAN BEST BE UNDERSTOOD AND CONTROLLED.
• ADV_T IN TECHNOLOGY AND TE_OGY DEMONSTRATION IN SOME
AREAS IS NECESSARY TO SATISFY FUTURE MISSION REQUIREMENTS.
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